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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20549
 

FORM 8-K
 

CURRENT REPORT
Pursuant to Section 13 OR 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

 
Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported) November 15, 2018
 
 

SANUWAVE HEALTH, INC.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

 
Nevada 000-52985 20-1176000

(State or other jurisdiction
of incorporation)

(Commission File Number) (IRS Employer
Identification No.)

 
3360 Martin Farm Road, Suite 100, Suwanee, Georgia 30024

(Address of principal executive offices) (Zip Code)
 
Registrant’s telephone number, including area code (770) 419-7525
 

N/A
(Former name or former address, if changed since last report)

 
Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of the registrant under any of the following
provisions (see General Instruction A.2. below):
 
[ ] Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)
 

[ ] Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)
 

[ ] Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b))
 

[ ] Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c))
 
Indicate by check mark whether the registration is an emerging growth company as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act of 1933 or Rule 12b-2 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
 
Emerging growth company. ☐
 
If an emerging growth company, indicate by check mark if the registrant has elected not to use the extended transition period for complying with any new or
revised financial accounting standards provided pursuant to Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act. ☐
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Item 2.02              Results of Operations and Financial Condition.
 

On November 15, 2018, SANUWAVE Health, Inc., a Nevada Corporation (the "Company"), announced its product revenue for the three months ended
September 30, 2018 and provided a business update via conference call. A copy of the related press release is furnished as Exhibit 99.1 to this Form 8-K. A
copy of the transcript of such call is furnished as Exhibit 99.2 to this Form 8-K.
 

The information in this Item 2.02 of this Current Report on Form 8-K and the exhibits attached hereto shall not be deemed to be "filed" for purposes of
Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and shall not be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing under the Securities Act of
1933, as amended, except as shall be expressly set forth by specific reference in such filing.
 
Item 9.01            Financial Statements and Exhibits.
 

(d)           Exhibits.
 

Exhibit No.       Description
 

99.1 Press release, dated November 15, 2018, issued by SANUWAVE Health, Inc., titled “SANUWAVE Health reports strong third quarter
revenue.”

 
99.2 Transcript of the November 15, 2018, SANUWAVE Health, Inc. conference call to discuss third quarter 2018 and provide a business

update.
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SIGNATURES
 

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
 
 SANUWAVE HEALTH, INC.  
    
Dated: November 20, 2018 By:  /s/ Lisa E. Sundstrom  

 Name:  Lisa E. Sundstrom  
 Title:  Controller and Chief Financial Officer  
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  Exhibit 99.1
 

 
SANUWAVE HEALTH REPORTS STRONG THIRD QUARTER REVENUE

Product Revenue Increase of 99% for 9 months
Initial US Treatments Have Begun

 
SUWANEE, GA, November 15, 2018 – SANUWAVE Health, Inc. (OTCQB: SNWV) will report financial results for the three months ended September 30,
2018 with the SEC in the near future and will provide a business update on a conference call Thursday, November 15, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Time. 
 

Highlights of the third quarter and recent weeks:
 

● Product revenue for the third quarter of 2018 was approximately $260,000, up 67% from the third quarter of 2017. Product revenue for the nine month period
was up 99% from the nine month period in 2017.

 

● Initial US treatments started in the third quarter.
 

● Holistic Wellness Alliance PTE. LTD has been incorporated in Singapore  with Johnfk Medical Inc. (“FKS”) for the manufacture, sale and distribution of the
Company’s dermaPACE® and orthoPACE® devices covering 11 countries in Southeast Asia.

 

● Third quarter medical conference attendance activity: attended 9 major medical shows with resounding success.
 

● Social media launch by Premier Shockwave Wound Care targeting dermaPACE ® for VA, Military and I.H.S. markets.
 

We began the year with the following stated goals for 2019:  revenue growth through the year, establish partners in specific channels, establish partners to help
finance growth in medical equipment placement, hire senior management to lead the wound care team, add new countries to our distribution platform, and
prepare and be ready to scale once our reimbursement tracking codes are in effect.  Through the third quarter we are on track to achieve and exceed these
goals. Our revenue came from planting the seeds for success in prior quarters and fortunately, we have been planting more seeds so we feel confident we will
continue to see this growth continue.  What is most exciting is the wound industry buzz around the dermaPACE product.  Having attended 9 trade shows in the
past few months, it is clear that we are becoming one of the hot new products in the wound care space.  This has the added benefit of attracting talented
industry professionals who want to be part of SANUWAVE as we enter this explosive growth phase.  We have much work to do,but are proud of the
accomplishments achieved year to date and feel confident in our growth plans for the remainder of this year and entering 2019.
 
Third Quarter Financial Results
 
Sanuwave will file its 10Q once the company completes it’s FASB 606 revenue recognition analysis. In regards to our exclusivity licensing agreement with FKS
dated June 14, 2018, details of which have been previously disclosed, for which proceeds were received in June 2018. The exclusivity period was for five
months. In the second quarter, the Company recognized this revenue ratably over the period of the agreement. The Joint Venture (JV) was signed, and Hollistic
Wellness was incorporated in Singapore last week. Once the Company completes its analysis of license revenue for Q3, 2018 we will file the 10Q and host
another conference call to answer any questions related to the 10Q.
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Conference Call
 

The Company will host a conference call on Thursday, November 15, 2018, beginning at 10AM Eastern Time to discuss the third quarter financial results,
provide a business update and answer questions.
 
Shareholders and other interested parties can participate in the conference call by dialing 877-407-8033 (U.S.) or 201-689-8033 (international) or via webcast at
http://www.investorcalendar.com/event/41007.
 
A replay of the conference call will be available beginning two hours after its completion through November 29, 2018, by dialing 877-481-4010 (U.S.) or 919-
882-2331 and entering PIN #41007 and a replay of the webcast will be available at http://www.investorcalendar.com/event/41007 until February 15, 2019.
 
About SANUWAVE Health, Inc.
SANUWAVE Health, Inc. (www.sanuwave.com) is a shock wave technology company initially focused on the development and commercialization of patented
noninvasive, biological response activating devices for the repair and regeneration of skin, musculoskeletal tissue and vascular structures. SANUWAVE’s
portfolio of regenerative medicine products and product candidates activate biologic signaling and angiogenic responses, producing new vascularization and
microcirculatory improvement, which helps restore the body’s normal healing processes and regeneration. SANUWAVE applies its patented PACE® technology
in wound healing, orthopedic/spine, plastic/cosmetic and cardiac conditions. Its lead product candidate for the global wound care market, dermaPACE®, received
US FDA clearance in December 2017 for the treatment of Diabetic Foot Ulcers. dermaPACE is the only Extracorporeal Shockwave Technology (ESWT) device
cleared or approved in the US for the treatment of DFUs. Internationally, dermaPACE is CE Marked throughout Europe and has device license approval for the
treatment of the skin and subcutaneous soft tissue in Canada, Australia and New Zealand, and South Korea. SANUWAVE researches, designs, manufactures,
markets and services its products worldwide, and believes it has demonstrated that its technology is safe and effective in stimulating healing in chronic
conditions of the foot (plantar fasciitis) and the elbow (lateral epicondylitis) through its U.S. Class III PMA approved OssaTron® device, as well as stimulating
bone and chronic tendonitis regeneration in the musculoskeletal environment through the utilization of its OssaTron, Evotron® and orthoPACE® devices in
Europe, Asia and Asia/Pacific. In addition, there are license/partnership opportunities for SANUWAVE’s shock wave technology for non-medical uses, including
energy, water, food and industrial markets.
 
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release may contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, such as statements
relating to financial results and plans for future business development activities, and are thus prospective. Forward-looking statements include all statements that
are not statements of historical fact regarding intent, belief or current expectations of the Company, its directors or its officers. Investors are cautioned that any
such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the Company’s ability
to control. Actual results may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements. Among the key risks, assumptions and factors that may
affect operating results, performance and financial condition are risks associated with the regulatory approval and marketing of the Company’s product
candidates and products, unproven pre-clinical and clinical development activities, regulatory oversight, the Company’s ability to manage its capital resource
issues, competition, and the other factors discussed in detail in the Company’s periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Company
undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement.
 
For additional information about the Company, visit www.sanuwave.com.
 
Contact:
 
Millennium Park Capital LLC
Christopher Wynne
312-724-7845
cwynne@mparkcm.com
 

SANUWAVE Health, Inc.
 
Kevin Richardson II
CEO & Chairman
978-922-2447
investorrelations@sanuwave.com
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  Exhibit 99.2
 

SANUWAVE HEALTH, INC.
CONFERENCE CALL TO DISCUSS THIRD QUARTER 2018

 AND PROVIDE A BUSINESS UPDATE
Thursday, November 15, 2018

10:00 a.m. Eastern Time
 
 
Operator
Greetings, and welcome to SANUWAVE Health Incorporated’s Third Quarter Business Update. At this time all participants are in a listen-only mode. [Operator
instructions].
 
I would now like to turn the conference over to your host, Kevin Richardson, CEO.
 
Kevin Richardson – CEO
 
Thank you. Good morning. We appreciate your interest in SANUWAVE and in today's call. SANUWAVE will provide a business update on our most recent
activities. If you would like to be added to the company's distribution list, please call SANUWAVE at 770-419-7525, or go to the Investor Relations section of our
website at www.sanuwave.com.
 
Before we begin, I would like to caution that comments made during the conference call by management will contain forward-looking statements that involve
risks and uncertainties regarding the operations and future results of SANUWAVE. We encourage you to review the Company's filings with the Securities and
Exchange Commission, including without limitation our Forms 10-K and 10-Q, which identify specific factors that may cause actual results or events to differ
materially from those described in the forward-looking statements.
 
Furthermore, the content of this conference call contains time-sensitive information that is accurate only as of the day of the live broadcast, November 15, 2018.
SANUWAVE undertakes no obligation to revise or update any statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this conference call.
 
We last updated you in August on our Q2 2018 progress. Today we'll provide a brief update on third quarter 2018 and on a number of initiatives we are
undertaking to ensure our success as we roll out dermaPACE in the US and internationally. Our goal, as we have stated, is to have a device anywhere in the US
a DFU is treated, and then to drive device usage with the growth in the number of treatable indications and our ability to combine with other treatment
modalities.
 
This introduction may sound like I'm repeating myself, but that's because I am. I plan to repeat a lot of what we have said in the past nine months because it is
that laser focus by our experienced team that will lead us to achieving our goal of a device everywhere in the US that a DFU is treated. Also, we want to note we
have not filed our 10-Q as we are working on Rev Rec 606 with regards to the FKS transaction which occurred in Q2 2018. Once we get clarity and comfort
around exactly how this revenue is to be recognized under this new accounting policy, the 10-Q will be filed and we will host a call to discuss the financials and
have an open Q&A session with management. Today we will not be taking Q&A at the end of the call.
 
Just to be clear, FKS paid us an exclusivity fee in cash in the second quarter. In the second quarter we recognized it ratably over five months, which was the
term of the contract, and just last week the JV was incorporated. Business with FKS is moving along ahead of plan at this point in time. How we recognize that
exclusivity fee according to Rev Rec 606 is what's holding up the filing of the 10-Q.
 
Third quarter results will show SANUWAVE is making great strides to have this vision become a reality, that we've established five goals for 2018, along with our
priorities to support these goals, which will allow us to show continued strong growth through 2018, and more importantly, lay the groundwork to achieve market
penetration and massive top line growth in 2019 and beyond. Let me spend a second to review each of the goals: initial revenue in the US, expand senior
management in the US wound market, enter in the international markets, begin support of clinical work, and expand our Board of Directors and Science Advisory
Board. At this point in time all five of these goals have been met and will be achieved.
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Looking at the third quarter achievements, it is clear we are executing on the business plan. As you know now, we generated revenue from sales to Premier
earlier in the year. Premier has begun to penetrate their vertical markets, Indian Health and the Veterans Administration, VA. It's important to note we also
treated our first US patients which are not tied to Premier during the quarter. The program was established to place devices with key opinion leaders, KOLs, and
allow them to begin treating patients prior to our reimbursement tracking codes kicking in on January 1, 2019. We've had great success with this program to-date
and look forward to rolling it out further as we finish 2018.
 
With regard to Premier Shockwave and the channels they represent, Q3 was significant in that they began to launch their web-based marketing campaign to VA
and Indian Health physicians. This launch also includes implementation of a HIPAA compliant web portal for physicians’ back offices to complete the
reimbursement process. This will also be shared with SANUWAVE in 2019. They made close to 20 in-service calls where they used the device in the proper
setting. All this activity, along with the numerous trade shows, has led to them placing devices for use in the fourth quarter at IHS tribal hospitals, military
treatment facilities and achieving medical board approvals for roll out in the western US in 2019. The pace of activity is picking up, and the installs and training
are currently strong for the remainder of the year.
 
Internationally, after announcing we entered into a total of 15, now 17 countries this year, we began following our method to drive revenue in those regions. It
starts with identifying the KOLs in the region, allow them to perform case studies, showcase the case studies at an industry trade show, and then target high
need either by volume or severity of wound markets and then start selling. During this past quarter and through October, we have presented our studies at
industry trade shows in Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Australia, Canada, South Korea, Italy, and the highlight being the SAWC and Desert Foot Conferences
here in the US. This has been followed by diligent follow up with the leads generated at those events, and then turning them into training and sales opportunities.
 
In Europe, the team presented at the Pisa Conference. Pisa is the Who's Who of wound care industry in Europe, where they highlight new and up and coming
technologies. We were a feature of the show, and from this we anticipate orders in Italy to be up dramatically in 2019.
 
In Asia, we received our JV certification in Singapore November 7 th, which now allows for the real fun to begin with FKS. We had our newest Science Advisor,
Dr. Perry Mayer—who we discussed last quarter—present at the Wounds Malaysia Conference to a room of 200 practitioners. Orders and shipping have begun
in that region and based on current budgeting we expect them to exceed our expectations in 2019. The largest markets will be Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan and
the Philippines.
 
They are also starting two clinical studies that we're very excited about. Dr. Han is a world-renowned microvascular surgeon who specializes in very difficult
reattachments, and it is really pretty amazing stuff that he can do. He's going to see how dermaPACE can affect such surgeries. Dr. Kuo, who is working in
Taiwan, will be working on perfusion studies, and we are also looking forward to Dr. Han’s perfusion study coming out of South Korea with 100 patients, showing
how our device improves perfusion in patients.
 
We also anticipate one or two more countries and/or regions to come on before the end of the year. As we've said before, it takes about 12 to 24 months to
identify the right partner, 6 to 12 months to bring in the revenue. Luckily, the process was started a few years ago, and now we are benefiting from the pipeline of
fruit growing in these initiatives.
 
On our goals for the year, we are executing on what we said we needed to do, what we said we will deliver, but the truth is most investors in SANUWAVE want
to know about the US market, that's where the $1 billion opportunity exists. We introduced you to Shri last quarter, Shri will provide much more detail about the
US market on our next conference call in the near future, but the quick preview is the buzz from the conferences has been overwhelming and the number of
wound clinics and hospitals wanting to work with us and our device is higher than we would have expected.
 
Shri Parikh, our President, will go into detail on the next call regarding clinical, reimbursement and sales. Needless to say, we've already identified KOLs for
initial placements, they have begun using the device and will begin working reimbursement starting in January when our tracking code goes into effect. We have
great expectations for success in 2019 and beyond, and Shri will be leading the charge to achieve the goal of having a dermaPACE device placed wherever
DFU is treated in the US.
 
Lastly, I want to thank our shareholders and investors who have helped us get to where we are today. If anyone has any questions at this point in time, please
reach out to us and we'll try to answer as best we can. Also, we encourage those in the area to stop by, meet the team and see what we're working on and
where the company is headed. Thank you. And with that, the call will be concluded.
 
Operator

 
Thank you. You may disconnect your lines at this time and thank you for your participation.
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